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Overview

I. Loanwords in core vocabulary: general remarks

II. WOLD: The World Loanword Database (WOLD)

III. LISSL – Loanwords in South Slavic Languages (focus: Slovene)

V. Summary and perspectives
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 Lexical systems as an open and dynamic one

 Alternatives: word formation, shift of meanings, neologisms … 

 Borrowings – loans: variation in form (loanwords, „forgeign“ words, calques, 

„translations“ … )

 various layers: Fachsprachen, spoken language … basic vocabulary

Lexical borrowing 

Traditional claims

1. Basic vocabulary resistent against borrowings/loans

2. Borrowing only in case of intensive language contacts 

(cf. Swadesh 1952, Embleton 1986, Hock & Joseph 1996, Zenner et al. 2014 )

Recent contribution:

The World Loanword Database (WOLD)



Haspelmath, Martin; Tadmor, Uri (eds.) (2009): Loanwords in
the world's languages. A comparative handbook. Berlin: de
Gruyter.

https://wold.clld.org/

It provides vocabularies (mini-dictionaries of about 1000-2000 entries) of 41 languages from around the world, with
comprehensive information about the loanword status of each word. It allows users to find loanwords, source words and donor
languages in each of the 41 languages, but also makes it easy to compare loanwords across languages.

The list of 1460 meanings on which the vocabularies are based is called the Loanword Typology meaning list, and it is in turn
based on the list of the Intercontinental Dictionary Series.

The World Loanword Database (WOLD)
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Which languages are analysed?

Swahili, Iraqw, Gawwada, Hausa, Kanuri, Tarifiyt Berber, Seychelles Creole, Romanian, Selice Romani,
Lower Sorbian, Old High German, Dutch, English, Kildin Saami, Bezhta, Archi, Manange, Ket, Sakha,
Oroquen, Japanese, Mandarin Chinese, Thai, Vietnamese, White Hmong, Ceq Wong, Indonesian,
Malagasy, Takia, Hawaiian, Gurindji, Yaqui, Zinacantán Tzotzil, Q'eqchi', Otomi, Saramaccan, Imbabura
Quechua, Kali'na, Hup, Wichí, Mapudungun

The World Loanword Database (WOLD)

„In selecting languages for inclusion in the project, an effort was made to represent the 
world's genealogical, geographical, typological, and sociolinguistic diversity.”

“Admittedly, our language sample is not ideal. Some regions or language families are over-
or under-represented, as are some typological and sociolinguistic types.” 

- many language families, isolated languages, written languages, some creole languages, 
standardized languages … 

- Slavic languages analyzed? Lower Sorbian only!

Haspelmath/Tadmor (2009): The Loanword Typology project and the World Loanword Database. In: Martin Haspelmath und Uri Tadmor
(Hg.): Loanwords in the world's languages. A comparative handbook. Berlin u.a.: de Gruyter, S. 1–34.
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What is the specific of the WOLD project? 

- list of approximately 1500 meanings (given in English)

- meanings are divided into 24 semantic fields, 22 taken from Buck (1949) and two ones added by
eds.

Buck, Carl Darling (1949): A Dictionary of Selected Synonyms in the Principal Indo-European Languages. Chicago.

Borin, Lars; Comrie, Bernard; Saxena, Anju (2013): The Intercontinental Dictionary Series – a rich and principled
database for language comparison. In: Anju Saxena und Lars Borin (eds.): Approaches to measuring linguistic
differences. Berlin: de Gruyter, S. 285–302.



Some further details 

Extra-category (added by Haspelmath/Tadmor
2009) 
Modern world
Miscellaneous function words

Nr. Semantic field label Nr. of meangings
1 The physical world 75
2 Kinship 82
3 Animals 96
4 The body 157
5 Food and drink 81
6 Clothing and grooming 59
7 The house 48
8 Agriculture and vegetation 74
9 Basic actions and technology 78

10 Motion 82
11 Possession 46
12 Spatial Relation 75
13 Quantity 38
14 Time 57
15 Sense perception 49
16 Emotions and values 48
17 Cognition 51
18 Speech and Language 41
19 Social and political relations 36
20 Warfare and hunting 40
21 Law 26
22 Religion and belief 26
23 Modern World 57

24 Miscellaneous function words 14
Sum 1460
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Some further details 



Some further details

- Identification of word counterparts in any language analysed (usually one counterpart only)

- other various other details regarding the word form, its structure, and its history.

“First, the term borrowing has been used in two different senses: (i) As a general term for all kinds of
transfer or copying processes, whether they are due to native speakers adopting elements from other
languages into the recipient language, or whether they result from non-native speakers imposing
properties of their native language onto a recipient language.” (Haspelmath 2009: 34)

… In this work, we use borrowing in the more common, broad sense, … (ibid. 34)

We define a loanword as a lexeme that has been transferred from one lect into another and is used as a
word (rather than as an affix, for example) in the recipient language. Words from a substrate language,
too, were considered to be loanwords for the purposes of the LWT project, so we include both adopted
and imposed words (…).

“Most importantly, of course, contributors were asked to indicate whether, to the best of their
knowledge, the word was a loanword, i.e. had been borrowed from another language at some point
in the language's history.”
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1. Five degrees of certainty
0. No evidence for borrowing
1. Very little evidence for borrowing
2. Perhaps borrowed
3. Probably borrowed
4. Clearly borrowed

Some further details

2. Age: 
For each word, contributors gave the earliest time at which it was attested or could be
reconstructed in the language. For loanwords, this means the time when the word was borrowed.

3. optional information (calquing, frequency, common, non common etc., kind of register …)



1. Absolute frequency of loanwords per language 

2. “loanword profile” based on data from semantic fields

Bartels, Hauke (2009): Loanwords in Lower Sorbian, a Slavic language in Germany. In: Martin Haspelmath
and Uri Tadmor (eds.): Loanwords in the world's languages. A comparative handbook. Berlin u.a.: de
Gruyter, S. 304–323.
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What are the main results?

1. Crosslinguistic lexical „borrowing“ rates

- very high borrowers > 50%
- high borrowers 50-25%
- average borrowers 10-25%
- low borrowers > 10%



„However, different languages display a remarkable degree of consistency which regard to which fields are
more or less affected by borrowing. While there are certainly cross-linguistic differences, most languages tend
to borrow more words into similar fields, and the same fields turn up again as the ones most resistant to
borrowing. (Tadmor 2009: 64)

frequently affected by 
loanwods

1. Religion and belief 
2. Clothing and grooming 
3. House/living

less affected by loanwords
1. The body
2. Spatial relation
3. Sense perception
4. Function words with deictic function

What are the main results? 

 (borrowed content words vs. function words) 

 loanwords and semantic fields
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What are the main results? 

4. 100 most borrowing-resistant items on the LWT meaning list
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In between summary

 basic idea seems to be interesting, in particular from a crosslinguistic perspective 

 meaning list as common starting point and categorization of semantic fields ensures comparability

 research design gives further possibilities for quantification

- weakness in regard to loanword/borrowing

- weakness in regard to basic vocabulary

- determination of age (no further information about that) 

- operationalization of five degrees of certainty (no evidence for borrowing, perhaps, probably 

borrowed …)? 

- additional information (frequency, register etc.) is not given systematically for all languages



LISSL - Loanwords in South Slavic Languages - A usage-based and synergetic approach

16
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LISSL - Loanwords in South Slavic Languages – A usage-based and synergetic approach

Slavic languages are clearly underrepresented in previous studies on loanwords in the core 
vocabularies (only Lower Sorbian was analysed in WOLD by Bartels 2009)

I. focus on South Slavic standard languages 
 Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian (henceforth B/C/S), 
 Bulgarian, 
 Macedonian
 Slovene. 

II. transfer and application of frequency- and usage-based approaches to Slavic linguistics 

III. development and refinement of quantitative approaches

IV. “behavior” of loanwords regarding
 polysemy/homonymy
 synonymy
 morphological productivity,
 semantic and stylistic diversification,
 appearance in idiomatic expressions and
 frequency in corpora
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further specifications

 LISSL the focus is on synchronically used standard languages only, without taking into 

consideration other varieties of language, like dialects and sociolects. 

 Loanword understood as a cover term, and includes direct borrowings (loanword in a narrow
sense, foreign words) and indirect borrowings (different forms of loan translations, loan shifts and
loan blends). One focus is thereby on direct loanwords, where at least the morphological root can
be identified (by referring to the etymology) as being a result of a transfer from a donor language
to recipient language. The second focus is on calques (indirect borrowings), where a meaning is
imported into a recipient language, but the forms representing this meaning are native.

 further categories of loanwords: luxury, necessary, migratory, Internationalisms – if we are able to 
identify them!

 starting point is the meaning list of The World Loanword Database (WOLD)

 no changes in regard to the used meaning list (some items are omitted) used semantic fields
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„digging deeper“

 equivalents have to be checked for synonymic expressions

 no impressionistic graduation of different degrees of the borrowability.
(1) no evidence of borrowing, 
(2) clearly borrowed and 
(3) unknown/unclear status

 registration of the donor language(s), the origin of the loanword and (if possible) original form in 
the donor language.

 time of borrowing (periodization of fixed periods should be used; it starts with 500 AD and ends 
with 2000.

 polysemy of the equivalents (for native and non-native words) 

 “morphological productivity” (lw part of word formation processes, e.g. participation in different 
parts of speech)

 stylistic parameters of the equivalents (neutral, stylistically marked, archaic/old-fashioned, 
pejorative etc.)

 How to capture the actual use and the degree of conventionalisation? 

 Degree of the integration of loanwords? Being part of an idiomatic expressions (fixed 
collocations, phrases)
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husband – poročen mož/soprog
wife – poročena žena, soproga
boy – deček, fant, bubec, pob, poba ... 

coyote – kojot, prerijski volk
elk/moose – los, severni jelen, arktični jelen
termites – termit, bela mravlja

ointment – krema, mazilo
soap – milo, žajfa

to dance – plesati, rajati

store, shop – trgovina, prodajalna

 dictionary based decisions 
 rich synonymy (ca. 500/1460)
 multiword expressions

Case study: Loanwords in Slovene

problems of choosing equivalents 
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Case study: Loan Words in Slovene 
problems of identification and periodization

 Some cases are „easy“ to identify 

beer pivo
manioc maniok
to dye barvati
poncho pončo
skirt majica
tattoo tatu
room soba
stove štedilnik
lasso laso
maize/corn koruza
coconut kokos
banana banana
yam jam
bamboo bambus
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Case study: Loan Words in Slovene 
problems of periodization

stable hlev
donkey osel
monkey opica
cooked kuhan
to cook kuhati
kettle kotel
pan ponev
fig figa
house hiša
kitchen kuhinja
flower roža
beech bukev
saw žaga
glass steklo
cross križ
king, ruler kralj
queen kraljica
church cerkev
worship maša
to fast postiti se

 not all of the loanwords are specific for Slovene
 information about language contacts before the split of the Slavic languages

time of borrowing – what kind of empirical proof do we need?
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 items of the core vocabularies are from dictionaries (dictionary-based approach)

 Next step: corpus (text)-based, e.g. whether they are conventionalized, actually used and shared
across speakers or not.

 token frequency of all lexical items of the core vocabularies as a very rough indicator of the
actual usage and the strength of storage

 several corpora (at least for Slovene) are at disposal, situation much more problematic for other
South Slavic languages

 other pitfalls and problems of an “simple” analysis of the token-frequency in Slovene

Usage-based and corpus-based approaches 
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token frequency in “national” corpora 

Korpus Gigafida je obsežna zbirka slovenskih besedil najrazličnejših zvrsti, od dnevnih časopisov, revij do knjižnih
publikacij vseh vrst (leposlovje, učbeniki, stvarna literatura), spletnih besedil, prepisov parlamentarnih govorov in 
podobno, vsebuje pa skoraj 1,2 milijarde besed … (1990-2011)

http://www.gigafida.net/

 balanced corpus? 
 “representative” corpus of Modern Slovene?
 lemmatization and disambiguation
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partial disambiguation 

stréla -e ž

strél -a m

bolt lightning (as striking)

shoot

how frequent is homonymy?

tele

kit

jaguar

https://fran.si/133/sskj2-slovar-slovenskega-knjiznega-jezika-2/3703513/strela?View=1&Query=strela
https://fran.si/133/sskj2-slovar-slovenskega-knjiznega-jezika-2/3703512/strel?View=1&Query=strel
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How many homonyms are there in our meaning list? 123/1460

sand pesek 1. Sand, 2. Diminutiv von pes Hündchen, 
cliff skala 1. Fels, 2. Maßeinheit, 
lake jezero 1. See, 2. tausend (veraltet), 
termit termit 1. Termit (Tier), 2. Thermit
naked gol 1. naked, 2. goal, 3. log 
grave grob 1. Grab, 2. grob (adj.)
blunt top 1. Kanonne, 2. Top (Kleidung), 3. top-, 4. stumpf 

 mostly homographs

 different parts of speech (in this case disambiguation is possible) 

 supposed skewed frequencies due to highly specific meaning

 some cases remain „unresolved“ 

few homonmys are part LISSL-vocabularay 

kopati1(se), kopati2 1. to bath, 2. to dig
pod, pod 1. praep., 2. floor
(ura1, ura2) (1. hour, 2. clock)
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Some observations of the token frequency in gigafida.net

on, ona, oni, za, v, in, biti, s/z, ta > f. over 10.000.000

only autosemantics are of interest for a further analysis 

60 items f < 1000
259 items f < 5000 occurrences

mother's brother ujec
mother's sister ujna
father's sister strina
termites termit
coyote kojot
tapir tapir
to yawn zehati
to sneeze kihati
… … 

 not all items are „basic“ in respect to “usage” or “conventionalisation” 

 lists are not based on communicative-pragmatic criteria of selection

 problem of balance/reprensentativity of used corpora
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Preliminary results: 1460 meanings
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inherited clearly borrowed unclear

inherited 1193
clearly borrowed 177
unclear 24

ca. 12% loanwords (clearly borrowed)

Slovene as „avarage“ borrower



Preliminary result: % of loanwords

% frequency of loanwords
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Preliminary results: % of loanwords (ranked)

% frequency of loanwords
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Preliminary results: % of loanwords in semantic fields

% frequency of loanwords in semantic groups
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some other ideas
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From how many languages loanwords are borrowed?

„Etymological spectrum“
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loanword profiles, based on semantic fields (ranked)
Quite different rank-frequency profiles
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But ONE MODEL: Negative Binomial-Distribution (doubly truncated) 

Mandarin P = 0.99 Slovene P = 0.99

Thai P = 0.94 Selice Romani P = 0.92
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some further perspectives and hypotheses

 the older a loanword, the higher the number of meanings (polysemy), 

 the older a loanword, the higher its morphological productivity and 

 the older a loanword, the higher the probability that it appears in idiomatic expressions

 comparision of inherited and borrowed words
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Summary

 ongoing project 

 new insight into mechanisms of lexical borrowing 

 new perspectives on South Slavic languages 

 idea of basic vocabulary and resistence: stochastic interpretation

 integration into existing borrowing scales 

 role of the intensity of language contact

 impact of standardization and puristic attitudes 
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distribution of parts of speech: Basic vocabulary vs. SSKJ 
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Grund- Basiswortschatz (Minimal-, Kern- …, basic / core vocabulary)
Wie kann man aber nun konkret herausfinden, welches Wort ist zentraler als andere? 
Carter (1987): Reihe von Kriterien 

 Antonymie („...[the] less ‘core’ a word is, the more difficult it is to find an antonym for it”)

 Kollokationsfähigkeit („collocability“)

 Überordnung („superordinateness“) (tendenziell Hyperonyme)

 kulturelle Neutralität („culture-free“)

 Eignung zur Zusammenfassung („summary“)

 Konnotativität („associationism“) empirisch feststellbar über Assoziationen

 Themenneutralität („neutral field of discourse“)

 stilistische Neutralität („neutral tenor of discourse“)

 (syntaktische) Ersetzbarkeit

Unterschiedliche Möglichkeiten der Auswahl

− nahe Bereiche definieren
− kindlicher Spracherwerb 
− ältere Frequenzansätze

- Lexikologie/Lexikographie

- Sprachdidaktik

- Morphologie (Regularitäten, Irregularitäten …)

- Semantische Explikation (u.a. J.D. Apresjan: „Smysl-Tekst“ Modell, A. 

Wierzbicka: Universalien bzw. Primitiva

- lexikalische Typologie (u.a. Suprun 1989 für slawische Sprachen)

Haderlein, Veronika (2007): Das Konzept zentraler Wortschätze. Bestandsaufnahme, theoretisch-methodische 
Weiterführung und praktische Untersuchung. München: Dissertation.
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level Intensitiy of contact Structure of loans

1 casual contact content words, non-basic vocabulary will be borrowed

2 slightly more intense contact
slight structural borrowing (function words, conjunctions.
adverbial particles), new phonemes only in loanwords, syntactic
features borrowed at this stage restricted to new functions

3 more intense contact

slightly more structural borrowing, borrowing of function words
(prepositions, derivational affixes, personal and demonstrative
pronouns, low numerals, which belong to the basic vocabulary, in
syntax complete change of structures

4 strong cultural pressure

moderate structural borrowing, major structural features that
cause relativley little typological change, introduction of new
distinctive features, word order changes, borrowed inflectional
affixes and categories,

5 very strong cultural pressure
heavy structural borrowing, major structural features that cause
significant typological disruption: added morphophonemic rules,
extensive ordering changes in morphosyntax

Borrowing scale (cf. Thomason/Kaufman (1988: 74f), adapted in Thomason (2001)
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Correlation of duration and intensitiy of language contact



Relevance of borrowing scales for Slavic languages? 

level Intensitiy of contact Structure of loans Languages

1 casual contact
Non-basic vocabulary will be 

borrowed

2
Slightly more intense 

contact
Slight structural borrowing

Croatian? Russian? 
Slovene? 

3 more intense contact Basic vocabulary borrowed?
Protoslavic?
Bulgarian?

4 strong cultural pressure

5
very strong cultural 

pressure

Problems

- role of the standardization and purism (in particular in case of Slavic languages)

- Relevance of structural features of the Slavic languages – inner(slavic) contact (vgl. Rabus 2013)

- Which features are relevant for the „value“ of loanwords?

44
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Hierachical ordering of borrowing (u.a. Haugen 1950)

1. nouns (concrete before abstract)

2. verbs (less frequent) 

3. adjectives/adverbs

4. further function words

Perspective II: Intensitiy of language contact



Features and criteria of selection
BASIC VOCABULARY

POLYSEMY PART OF IDIOMSPRODUCTIVITY USAGE

LOANWORD

 Fulfilling this criteria: full-fledged, integrated loanword

46



Selektive Aspekte:
„Hierarchie“ der Entlehnungen in Bezug auf Wortarten

1. Substantive (innerhalb dessen Konkretes vor Abstraktem) 
2. Verben (weitaus weniger häufig) 
3. Adjektive/Adverben
4. weitere Funktionswörter

Reihenfolge ist umstritten, 

Substantive > Verben > Adverben, Präpositionen, Interjektionen 
(Haugen 1950) 
Substantive > Adjektive > Verben > Präpositionen > koordinierende 
Konjunktionen > (Muysken 1981)
Substantive, Konjunktionen > Verben > Diskursmarker > Adjektive > 
Interjektionen > Adverben > andere Partikel > Numeralia > Pronomen 
> Derivationsaffixe … (Matras 2009) 

Matras (2007)
1. adoption of new consontans > adoption of new vowels: 
2. prosodic features > segmental phonological featueres
3. phonologocical features in loandwords > independent phonological features
4. peripheral local relations > core local relations
5. verbal structures: obligation > necessity > possibility > ability > desire
6. modality > aspect/actionsart > future tense > other tenses
7. nouns > verbs
8. numerals: over 10 < below 10
9. more formal contexts > less formal contacts
10. higher numerals 1000, 100 > above 20 > above 10 > above 10 > above 5 > below 

4
11. lower ordinals > higher ordinals 
12. exclusivity > inclusitivvy
13. pronomial forms: but > or > and
14. concssive, conditional, causal, purpose >other subordinats
15. factual complemetizers > non factual complemenzers
16. particles: yet, already > still > no longer
17. only > too > even
18. discourse markers > other particels
19. positive > negative
20. grammatical vocabulary: always > never > now, than
21. day of week > times of day
22. superlative > comparative
23. constituent order and syntax: nominal constituents (possessor, adjective) > 

copula predications > verbal predications
24. lexicon: nouns, conjunctions, > verbs, discourse markers > adjectives > 

interjections > adverbs > other particles, adpositons, > numerals > pronouns > 
derivational affixes > inflectional affixes
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